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A streamlined and efficient supply network that responds effectively and
profitably to changes in consumer demand requires robust processes for
reconciling demand plans from sales, marketing, finance, and other parts of
your organization. Such processes require timely, consistent, and accurate
visibility into demand data and the ability to analyze that data effectively.

Tools for collaborative demand management facilitate cooperation across functional
and enterprise boundaries to improve visibility into demand and increase responsiveness.
Supply-planning tools synchronize planning
and forecasting across distribution, manufacturing, and partner operations. Software for
sales and operations planning enables consistent, top-to-bottom views of anticipated
demand via collaborative inputs across business functions.

To translate demand forecasts into supply
requirements, you must build and maintain a
consensus view of demand across enterprise
stakeholder teams and then reconcile demand
plans with variable supply-planning horizons
and lead times.
SAP offers solutions for collaborative demand
and supply planning that help consumer
products companies like yours balance supply and demand at optimum cost and maximize customer satisfaction and profitability.
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The solutions make it possible to integrate all
your sources of information – from customer
forecasts to point-of-sale and warehouse data
– and strengthen collaboration on demand
plans with retailers and other channel partners. Tools for sales forecast collaboration
provide role-based access to new demandplanning data and inputs from enterprise
stakeholders.

Strong visibility into demand – whether from
sales, marketing, retailer orders, or consumer
sell-through – is critical for accurate planning
and a quick response to shifts in demand.
Our solutions for collaborative demand management help you create forecasts based on
historical demand as well as real-time customer and consumer information to help
ensure downstream fulfillment and on-shelf
availability.

Continued on next page
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In addition to helping you create and optimize
comprehensive demand plans and forecasts,
our solutions for collaborative demand management make it easier to manage key performance indicators such as those related to
forecast accuracy and on-shelf availability.
These solutions include:
•• SAP® Advanced Planning & Optimization component to facilitate collaborative
supply-chain planning – including strategic, tactical, and operational planning and
forecasting
•• SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP
SNC) application to improve communication with suppliers, contract manufacturers,
and customers; streamline collaboration;
reduce errors; and lower your processing
costs
•• SAP SCM rapid-deployment solution for
demand planning to help you quickly access
sophisticated forecasting and analytics
based on best practices for the consumer
products industry

Quick Facts

Collaborate across functional and
enterprise boundaries to improve
visibility and responsiveness.
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Our supply planning solutions support automated and real-time collaboration processes
that synchronize the flow of information with
suppliers and subcontractors. These solutions
help you quickly ramp up distribution channels
and single-location inventory management in
emerging markets and handle multiechelon
distribution networks and complex retailer
requirements in developed markets.

To meet demand profitably and reliably, you
must translate demand forecasts into requirements for components, ingredients, packaging
materials, and other supplies. By intelligently
converting demand forecasts into supply
plans across a complex and distributed network of suppliers and partners, you can mitigate supply risks, manage volatility, and help
ensure availability. By minimizing supply disruptions, you create opportunities to eliminate
safety stocks and reduce inventory costs.

Continued on next page

To deliver profitably and reliably against demand, you
need optimum capacities and inventories in the right
place at the right time.
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requirements and continuously optimize raw
material, packaging, and subcontracting
plans. Tools for distribution planning help you
create effective replenishment strategies.

Our supply planning solutions synchronize
demand and supply, balance inventory, and
optimize stock levels. They support processes
for purchasing, manufacturing, distribution,
and transportation planning for a detailed and
accurate supply picture based on a single,
globally consistent model.

SAP software supporting the supply-planning
process includes:
•• SAP SNC to enhance agility through effective collaborate with your business partners
•• SAP SNC rapid-deployment solution for
supplier collaboration to help you quickly
optimize supply- and demand-related data
exchanges

The solutions also help you calculate optimal
safety stock throughout your supply chain,
as well as the quantities of goods to be produced and delivered to customer locations.
You can plan and monitor direct procurement
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SAP solutions supporting sales and operations planning include:
•• SAP Sales and Operations Planning
application, powered by the SAP HANA®
platform, to create synchronized supply and
demand plans and align those plans with
your financial and strategic goals
•• SAP Sales and Operations Planning
rapid-deployment solution to get you
started with predefined analytics based
on industry best practices for managing
enterprise-wide sales and operations planning processes

Effective sales and operations planning reconciles sales, marketing, manufacturing, and
logistics data and involves customers and
suppliers in supply-chain decisions. Such
cooperation makes it easier to avoid supply
disruptions, manage resource constraints,
and rebalance utilization.
SAP offers solutions for sales and operations
planning that include tools for demand analysis to help stakeholders see a complete picture of potential demand and evaluate their
abilities to meet that demand. The solutions
can also facilitate finance and budget planning to align your demand and supply plans
with revenue and profitability objectives.

Stakeholders need data dimensions related to time,
organization, product, geography, or unit of measure
that are meaningful to them.
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Through collaborative demand management, the solutions can improve forecast
accuracy, increase customer responsiveness,
reduce inventory safety stock, eliminate stock
outs, and enable you to take advantage of
new market opportunities.

As linear supply chains evolve into complex
supply networks that serve more consumers
in more markets, consumer products companies must deliver superior service to retailers
and address higher costs and shrinking profit
margins. By driving accurate production
plans that deliver adequate supply despite
constant changes in demand, our solutions
for collaborative demand and supply planning
help you improve customer service, contain
costs, and improve in-stock rates.

Support for supply planning can improve
product availability, decrease inventory carrying costs, and reduce obsolescence.
Tools for sales and operations planning help
you create a unified demand and supply plan,
better satisfy market and customer demand,
and maximize throughput.
Continued on next page
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Cross-process support for performance management adds further business value. The SAP
Supply Chain Performance Management analytic application, for example, provides key
metrics for improving supply-chain effectiveness. The SAP Supply Chain Performance
Management rapid-deployment solution helps
you quickly implement analytics related to key
metrics and run what-if simulations that can
improve operational efficiency, streamline
financial reporting, and enhance customer
service.

Meet customer expectations profitably and become
a better partner for growth.
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Summary
SAP offers solutions for collaborative demand
and supply planning that help consumer products companies optimize service and profitability across their business networks by
accurately forecasting demand and delivering
the required supply at minimum cost. The
solutions facilitate collaborative demand management, supply planning, and sales and operations planning to increase responsiveness,
reduce safety stock, and eliminate stock outs.

Quick Facts

Solution
•• Integrate cross-functional demand plans
with historical demand information for
accurate forecasting and planning
•• Plan supply requirements, balance inventory, and optimize stock levels across your
business network
•• Coordinate and integrate strategic and
tactical demand inputs to develop a synchronized demand and supply plan
Benefits
•• Reduce lost sales through greater on-shelf
availability
•• Minimize channel inventory
•• Decrease response time to current out-ofstock events
•• Prevent out-of-stock situations
•• Improve demand forecast accuracy

Objectives
•• Improve demand visibility and product
availability
•• Minimize inventory by accelerating supply
response
•• Contain costs and ensure quality across a
global network of suppliers

Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP representative
or visit us at www.sap.com/industries
/consumer/scm-software.
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